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What is scaling data science?

People Processes

Systems



There is a company named Bolt

- In the last 2 years
- 20x more rides
- 15 -> 30+ countries

- How to optimize all this?
- Data science to the rescue



What is it?

- Pieces of software 
- AWS, NodeJS microservices, Android and iPhone apps, MySQL

- It needed QA 
- Unit, component, integration, UI tests

Let’s build a data-driven company in 30 minutes!



What happens to software when ML is added?

- Line between code and data is blurred

- Logic is non-deterministic

- Logic is very branched and opaque

- “Quality” is not absolute, depends on context

- Influence of ML components overlap



What happens to software when ML is added?

- You have to be suspicious and vigilant about your work

- Everyone must be a bit crazy passionate to think, talk and figure out what’s 
next

Software changes itself by itself



Imagine your pain as a white ball of healing light



When do you (we) need data science?

- Software must behave quantitatively
(based on data and statistics)

- Settings should adjust quantitatively

- Get last several % of efficiency

- Figure out what’s going on in your data



From exploration to prototypes

- Business - do you really understand the 
problem?

- Data quality - does the data represent 
the world?

- Data leakage - will it still work in live?

- Model - start with simple baseline

Software

Business

Math



From prototypes to live deployment

- Data scientist’s code is not 
production grade code

- Communication with 
developers

- Understand each other 

- Is this deployable?
- Data available in live
- Latency of prediction
- Integration points with 

backend - no hacks

Model

Order 
service

Campaigns 
service



From live to being sure it’s better than before

- 2% difference in means is not 2% difference in money
- Statistical significance is not enough - know the context
- A lot of tests = some will be statistically significant by chance

- P-value 0.05, 50 tests, 92% that at least 1 is by chance
- Long-term effects also matter

- Right metrics to test
- Right type of test
- True randomization



From live to being sure it’s better than before

- Interleaved tests

- Bandit tests

- Simulator

1     2     3    4     5    6    7     8

A B A B A B A B



From live to live issues!

- Have fallbacks for corner cases
- World may change suddenly

What is good monitoring?

- People don’t ask you, but share your 
graphs with each other

- You know of issues before someone 
told you

- Or actually before they happen

Corner cases here



From live issues to constant maintenance

- Manual work = human error
- Data scientist’s time is too valuable for maintenance
- We need control and flexibility

Data Science Platform



From our own work to outside world

- Model has inputs from other systems
- Do you have them covered and 

monitored?

- Models may influence the world
- Do you account for that?

- World-model feedback loops
- Model changes the world, 

then learns the change, 
then…

Model

TrainingServing
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From one-model to many-model components

- Beware of accumulation 
of errors

- Make as end-to-end as 
possible

- Have tools/scripts in 
place to quickly debug



From separate components to architecture

- Components influence each other
- Components working towards the 

same goal

- Everything is actually working 
for the same goal

- Do you have a theory for 
how everything works 
together?

Accurate price

Better ride experience
Better business

Pricing

Comp 1 Comp 2




